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Review for Exam 1 Wk 5 TU


1. Find the x-intercept and y-intercept for the following, and then use them to graph the functions.


2x + 4y = −8 y = −1
4
x + 2


2. Find the slope and y-intercept, then graph.


−3x− 5y = −15 − 3x + 4y = −20


3. Find an equation for the line described. You can leave your answer in point-slope form or slope-intercept
form.


Line passing through the points (−9,−6) and (−4, 5).
Line passing through (−8, 2) with a slope of −5


4
.


Line passing through (9, 6) and parallel to the line y = 3
2
x.


Line passing through the origin and perpendicular to the line y = 3
2
.


4. Owners of a recreation area are filling a small pond with water at a rate of 35 liters per minute. There are
700 liters in the pond when they begin.


Let W represent the amount of water in the pond (in liters), and let T represent the number of minutes the
water has been added.


Write an equation relating W to T , and the graph your equation.


5. An internet provider charges an $80 activation fee plus $45 per month. Let m represent the number of
months you have internet from them, and C represent the total cost for that time period. Write an equation
showing the total cost C in terms of the number of months used m. How much does it cost to use their
internet service for one year? If you have $395 budgeted for internet use, how many months can you use this
company’s internet service?


6. In 1980, there were 119,000 farms in Iowa. As of 2012, there were 92,200. Find and interpret the average
rate of change in the number of farms per year.


7. The entire graph of the function h is shown in the figure below. Write the domain and range of h using
interval notation.








8. The graph of a function f is shown below. State the domain and range of the function.


Find f(2) and find one value of x for which f(x) = −3.


9. Given f(x) = 3 − 2x, g(x) = 3x−x2, and h(x) = 10 −|2 −x|, find the following.
f(0) g(3) h(0) g(−x) f(2 + x) h(x + 2)


10. Solve the following system of equations using substitution or elimination.


y = 3x− 4 6x + 9y = −3 7x− 2y = −9 4y + 3x = 20 x−y = 3
4x + 3y = 27 6x + 5y = 9 4x− 5y = −9 8y = 16 − 6x 4x = 4y + 12


11. A jet travels 1464 miles against the wind in 2 hours, and it travels 1704 miles with the wind in the same
amount of time. What is the rate of the jet in still air, and what is the rate of the wind?


12. Hong bought a desktop computer and a laptop. Before financing charges, the laptop cost $400 less than the
desktop. He paid for the computers using two different financing plans. For the desktop, the interest rate
was 7.5% per year, and for the laptop, it was 8% per year. The total finance charge for one year was $371.
How much did each computer cost before finance charges?


13. Tickets to a production of Midsummer Night’s Dream at Broward College cost $5 for general admission or
$4 with a student id. If 184 people paid to see a performance and $812 was collected, how many of each
type of ticket were sold?
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